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Those questions were
answered Saturday night,
and the answer was yes.
The outcome of the
fame was decided beforealftime. Still, A&T head
coach George Small
praised his team for not
quitting.
Charles Davis, A&T's
Athletic Director and a
Wake Forest alum, said he
was pleased with the
teams effort.
"I didn't sense that the
team gave up," Davis said.
university, with only 63
scholarship players, even
compete against a I-A
team with 80-plus scholar-
ship players from around
the country? Does A&T
have a large-enough fan
base to fill a sizeable por-
tion of a 31,000-seat stadi-
um? Should A&Trisk a
potentially demoralizing
defeat with a tough confer-
ence schedule starting in
two weeks? And, just as
important, would A&T's
band, "The Blue and Gold
Marching Machine," be
able to impress the Wake
Forest audience?
On the field, the Demon
Deacons of Wake Forest
built a 35-pointhalftime
lead on the way to a 42-3
rout of the N.C. A&T
Aggies. But die on-field
action was justa small
piece of the puzzle. Many
questions were up in the
air before the game's 6:30
p.m. kickoff.
Could a historically black
North Carolina A&T
won on Saturday night,
even though the score-
board at Groves Stadium
tells a different story.
A&T won. The score-
board doesn't tell the
whole story.
The money A&T made
from the game can be used
in many different ways,
from helping the other
athletic teams buy equip-
ment to perhaps giving a
pay raise to some of me
athletic staff.
The band can also stake
a claim to victory, presum-
ably becoming the first
HBCU band to perform a
halftime show during a
football game between an
ACC school and an
HBCU.
team
A&T can definetely
count a win in the check-
book column. The athletic
departmentnetted a little
over 120,000 dollars for
playing the game.
In the process, A&T
became the first HBCU to
step on the gridiron and
play against an Adantic
Coast Conference football
Indeed, the A&T sup-
porters who made the 35-
minute trip to Winston-
Salem could be seen in die
stadium parking lot as early
as three hours before kick-
off, tailgating and enjoying
the pre-game atmosphere.
Even during the final min-
utes of the game, the A&T
side of Groves Stadium
remained full.
"It was justgreat. I'm
hoping fans enjoyed the
change of atmosphere,
change of venue and the
different experience,"
Davis said.
Davis was also happy
with the A&T fans that
helped fill Wake Forest's
Groves Stadium.
"They competed until die
end."
Backup quarterback Adrian Moye(13) is chased by Wa
sive lineman Jeromy Jones during Saturday's game. Moye finished with
101 total yards after starter Marshall Glenn left with a shoulder injury.
Forest defen
Gospel Concert
HomecomingSGA Vetoes
Fair
Students on a job
hunt start with the
Career Awareness
McKethan (biology major),
Fashion major), Johnny
On Monday evening, a
large number of students
came to see the 24 annu-
al Mr. Aggie Pageant held
at Harrison Auditorium.
The competitors Jeffrey L.
Sawyer (sophomore
page 3
see Mr. Aggie
dents wearing plain white
with the audito interact
ence and show their Aggie
Pride. The audience was
astounded by Sawyer's cre-
ative and energetic "Aggie
Chant" mixed with danc-
ing and music. He filled
the stage with Aggie stu-
Contributor
By Shashonda Dukes
interview.
Uche Byrd (senior
Professional Math major)
and Ryan J. Major (junior
Business Management
major) all gave exceptional
performances. Each of the
contestants had to do an
oratorical, a talent and an
Charles Darden (senior
Public relations major),
The first event gave each
contestant the opportunity
A&T Football Makes
History
Inside
Entertainment
nion
News
Sports
1-3, 5-7
8-9
10-11 By Chad Roberts
Editor-in-Chief
Jones, member of the choir, said
the SGA executive board offered
Harrison Auditorium. The play is
free for A&T students. Latrecia
Instead, A&T's theatre depart-
ment will host a gospel play, "The
Amen Corner" on Oct. 3 in
"This year, it is true, we are not
having an all-out gospel concert,"
Williams said.
there isn't going to be a concert
on campus."
SGA president Calvin F.
Williams, Jr. did confirm that there
would not be a gospel concert for
Homecoming.
Jones also said the SGA waited
too long to offer them the chance
to sing
the A&T choir an opportunity to
perform during the event, but the
choir decided against it.
"Our biggest problem was the
Paul Robeson theatre people,"
Jones said. "We didn't want to
muscle-in on their turf."
"They came to us with some
last-minute stuff," Jones said.
please see Gospel
page 3
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Some members of the A&T
fospel choir are upset with thetuaent GovernmentAssociation's
a gospel play, will be
presented on Oct.3
"The Amen Corner,"
considering performing in an ofl
campus show during
Homecoming. This would be th(
first time in at least two decades
that a gospel concert would not
be held on campus during the
week of Homecoming. Along
with members of the A&T Choi
the group's long-time advisor,
Patricia Wall, is disappointed.
"I've been die advisor for abo
20 years," Wall said. "This is the
first time since I've been here th
;hoir membe
decision to not have a gospel con
cert during Homecoming wee]
In response
North Carolina A&T
State University
Compiled from www.noaa.gov
Volume xxiii, Issue39
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New Mr.
the
Aggie Takes
Throne
By Chad Roberts
Editor-in-Chief
Kiir Knight reviews
R. Kelly's latest
release
opener
A&T drops to 1-2,
prepares for
Saturday's home
photo by Charles Watkins
Partly
Cloudy
Hi 82°F
￿Graduate of N.C. A&T, magna cum laude in
1971 with a B.S. degree in Physics
￿Mission specialist aboard the 1984flight of
the shuttle Challenger
￿Second African-American to fly in space
￿January 28, 1986, McNair and his six crew
members died in an explosion aboard the space
shuttle Challenger
Photo ByTiffany Tinsley
￿N.C. A&T Engineering building is named after
Ronald E. McNair
study.
"The McNair Program
welcomes all majors, but
there is an interest in edu-
tudents to replen-
shortage of Ph.D.
ipplicants for the McNair
Drogram must be at least a
sophomore, have earned
in overall GPA of 3.0 or
ligher or be a first-genera-
tion college student, or a
member of a underrepre-
s ented group in graduate
sducation or doctoral
North Carolina A&T
Burnett, counselor of the
Ronald E. MeNair
Program. Burnett has
served as the McNair
Program counselor since
2000. She works with the
students to provide aca-
demic and personal coun-
seling.
' said Geraldine
)ost-baccaiaureate pro-
gram designed to prepare
students that have a desire
to pursue graduate studies
eading to a doctoral
degree. Recruitment start-
ed Sept.l and ends Oct.15.
"We are always interested
in accepting high-caliber
students into the pro
academi
Program is
Btudents for the
Contributor
By Tiffany Tinsley
The Ronald E. McNair
iw recruiting
104-2005
McNair Programs is the
ultimate goal for Joyce
Brown, Director of Special
Programs/Ronald McNair
as of July 6. She realizes
making A&T a model
schoofwill not happen
overnight. Brown plans to
enhance the program by
adding a research seminar
and eventually a research
course. She feels that A&T
should have die best
McNair Program because
A&T was his school.
Brown is from Adanta
where she attended
Georgia State University
and received a Ph.D. in
Education Leadership in
Higher Education. Prior to
working with the McNair
Program.Brown wrote
education literature and
traveled throughout the
Southeast to evaluate pro-
grams such as the McNair
Program. She also served
in other administrative
positions in higher educa-
tion
The Ronald E. McNair
Program is "a program
that will allow talented •young people to realize tal-
ents that they wouldn't be
able to realize without
such a program. All stu-
dents need is motivation,
perseverance and desire to
achieve and the McNair
Program will do the rest,"
said Brown.ish th
Striving to make A&T's
McNair Program a model
when compared to other
school prep counseling,
offers research experience
to a selected few of the
McNair scholars.
Financialy the McNair
program offers Graduate
Record Examination
(GRE) waviers, graduate
school application waivers
to schools who recognize
the McNair Program and a
$2,800 stipend to selected
researchers.
Joyce Brown, new director stands in front of a
framed portrait Ronald E. McNair in the
McNair Scholars Office
professionals," said
Burnett. The McNair pro-
gram focuses on recruiting
sophomores and juniors so
that the students can take
advantage of everything
the program has to offer.
The McNair program
offers skill-building semi-
nars, two visitations to a
graduate school (one in
Fall and one in Spring), a
graduate-school fair and
assistance with graduate
admissions. The program,
in addition to its graduate
Sept. 1 - Oct. 15
For application forms and other
details contact:
The Ronald E. McNair Program
Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program
North Carolina A&TState University
200-201 Memorial Union
Greensboro, NC 27411-0040
Telephone: (336) 334-7109
Fax: (336) 256-0209
www.ncat.edu/~remcnair
E-mail: remcnair@ncat.edu
Ove
Career Fair Draws Nearly 4,000
photo by Charles Watkins
Jessica Griffin
Contributor
Steve Brusko(left) of MDC Homes talks with
Denas Green during the Sept. 15 career aware-
ness fair in Corbett Gym. Close to 4,000 stu-
dents attended the fair.
S1V€
majo:
diversity since years past."
Some of the companies
that were recruiting stu-
dents included Pepsi Co.,
Proctor & Gamble, Sears,
Microsoft, Wells Fargo,
Frito-Lay and much more.
Senior electronic com-
puter technology major
Thomas Young said, "It
was a good career fair, it
gave me a lot of informa-
tion in my major, but it
should be more diverse.
This was the first year I
was able to find somebody
who was looking specifi-
cally for my major. They
are usually looking for
business and engineer
majors.
The annual career fan-
makes students aware of
the opportunities available
within their major and
gives them a chance to
visualize themselves work-
yea
Ed
SO businesses and
companies filled Corbett
gymnasium Sept. 15, for
this year's annual Career
Awareness Fair. The stu-
dent turnout was well over
3,500, which was high
compared to previous
according to Joyce
ards, the executive
xtor of A&T's Office
Career Services.
"The student participa-
tion was up, and there
were about 3800 students
that attended the fair and
die majority of die stu-
dents stayed all day,"
Edwards said. "There were
150 employers from across
the states, so it was a good
<x. It was a comprehen-
event that included all
rs, and it had a greater
"You must be registered
with us in order to qualify
for on-campus interviews,
and the sooner the better,"
said Edwards. To receive
more information about
the career fair and job
recruitment please go to
the career services website,
www.careers erv.ncat.edu.
employers, please follow
through."
Smdents who missed
this year's career fair still
have a chance to get
recruited. On-campus
interviews begin Oct. 1
and continue through the
end of November. To
qualify for the interviews
students must register with
the Office of Career
Services, attend an orienta
tion session and give the
office a copy of a current
resume.
ing for a company that
they can take pride in.
Senior journalismand
mass communication
major Juwanna Jessup said,
"the career fair was excit-
ing, because of all the dif-
ferent companies. Also to
see how the companies
view us as students and
give us a chance to speak
with them and see what we
need to do in order to
qualify to work for that
particular company."
Many students who
attended the career fair
might have been disap-
pointed with a few compa-
nies because they referred
you to their website.
"If an employer directed
you to their website please
follow through," said
Edwards. "Co-ops and
internships start now. So
all instructions given by
isterJoin The Re
NCB-A
Meetings every
Tuesday at 6 p.m.
photo by Charles
Latoya Bynum, a senior majoring in math and industrial engineering,
talks with Paul Burt of The Gillette Company. Over the summer, Gillette
hosted several interns at the company's Boston headquarters.
rear his is a
September 23, 2004NEWS
Rona . McNair acts
Scholars Program Aims to
Recruit New Talent
McNair
￿Born October 21, 1950, in Lake City South
Carolina
Elizabeth Edwards
News Editor
By Brett Harrington
Traditionally, the
Homecoming gospel con-
cert has been a well-
attended event, but it has
not generated much
money. Combining a
gospel element with a the-
atre preformance gives the
university more of a
chance to make a profit.
Chance Lynch presides
over the Aggie
Interdenominational
Fellowship and also runs
the worship services held
in Stallings Ballroom.
Despite his involvement
with gospel issues, he says
he was not a factor in the
SGA's decision-making
process.
"They (SGA) didn't ask
my opinion about whether
we should have a gospel
play or a gospel concert,"
Lynch said. "They never
explained to me that we
could only have one or the
other."
In reference to Lynch,
Williams said, "Chance has
always served as an excel-
lent advisor and friend of
the SGA. We ask for his
guidance and opinion in a
number of matters."
"We're not last-minute
people."
Williams says a play is a
new way to attract stu-
dents' attention to the
gospel.
"This play serves as an
opportunity to spread the
gospel in an innovative
way, give our students
nationwide exposure and
provide an excellent show,"
Williams said.
show on campus, just not
for Homecoming.
"Later in October there
should be a free gospel
concert provided,"
Williams said. He declined
to comment further.
as well as other singing
troups in the area, hut theetails have not been
worked out yet.
"There are still some
logistics that need tobe
worked out," Jones said
Williams says the univer-
sity may still have a gsopel
The Student Government Association decided against having a gospel
concert during homecoming this year.
Even though an on-cam-
pus show is unlikely, the
A&T choir may still per-
form somewhere in
Greensboro during
Homecoming. Jones said a
local woman is trying to
organize a show that
would feature A&T's choir
Edwards explained that a
Kerry administration
would not ignore an equal
pay initiative and would
strive for paycheck fair-
After thanking the audi-
ence for listening, Coley
opened the floor for ques-
tions.
programs funded by feder-
al money. The basis of the
amendment is sex discrimi-
nation. The Bush
Administration has enter-
tained changes to Tide IX
that would result in the
loss of opportunities for
women in high school and
college athletics.
Edwards also attacked
Bush's lack of support for
the Equal Pay Initiative.
The Equal Pay Initiative
was introduced by the
Clinton Administration to
combat unfair pay prac-
tices among women. Had
the bill been better sup-
ported it would have even-
tually lead to legislation
known as the Paycheck
Fairness Act. Women cur-
rendy make 77 cents to a
man's dollar for the same
work. The Paycheck
Fairness Actwould have
initiated steps to balance
the inequality.
Edwards ended her
onslaughtby saying "My
list is endless in respects to
how Bush has failed
women."
Edwards fielded several
questions about what
strides a Kerry administra-
tion would do in respects
to women's rights and the
treatment of military fami-
lies.
weeks
￿ Last week in Aggies in Africa, page one we reported
students were in South Africa for six weeks. It is now
our understanding students were there for only two
￿Last week in Aggies in Africa, page one we reported
the trip to Africa took only 18 hours. It is now our
understanding that the flight from New York to
Johannesburg is 18 hours.
￿Last week in the South Africa participants box, page
two we reported Michael Moore as being a professor. It
is now our understanding Michael Moore is a university
producer. Also last week Jerron Johnsonwas omitted
from the participants box.
ness
In response to several
questions concerning the
military and military fami-
lies Edwards made clear
that separation allowances
given to the families of
soldiers abroad would be
tied direcdy to the cost of
living. She also described
plans to correct the cur-
rently inadequate military
health care system.
Currendy mditary reservist
are only privileged to
health care "90 days before
activation and 100 days
after." She said a Kerry
administration would seek
options to extend the win-
dow or make the health
care permanent.
Edwards addressed in
closing funding for schools
on military bases, the
atrocity of families having
to purchase adequate body
armor that should be pro-
vided by the armed servic-
es and the handling of
families of solders who are
killed in action.
On Sept 16,Elizabeth
Edwards visited her home
state of North Carolina a
day before the President
was slated to visit
Charlotte. Edwards spoke
with a group at the VFW
in Fayetteville to discuss
the democratic presidential
campaign policy. Elizabeth
Edwards focused on cam-
paign issues that dealt with
military tactics if Kerry
and Edwards were to be
elected to office.
Elizabeth Edwards
expressed the Kerry-
Edwards strategy for mili-
tary troops seemingly
stranded in Iraq. Edwards
laid out Sen. Kerry's plan
to address the troop rota-
tion problem and the
problems confronting mili-
tary families. She explained
that Kerry would bring
troops home in a more
timely manner by soliciting
the assistance of NATO
to replace worn out troops
on extended tours. She
said "he [the president]
hasn't met their [troops]
needs.. .Sen. Kerry would
make meeting those needs
a priority.."
Following Edwards
speech at the VFW,
reporters on hold were
greetedby Anthony Coley.
Coley introduced Elizabeth
Edwards and laid out the
framework of the call.
Immediately following
Coley's introduction and
instructions Elizabeth
Edwards greeted the
callers with a friendly
"hello" and a self intro-
duction
Elizabeth Edwards's
demeanor changed from
affable to fiery as she start-
ed off her attack on
President Bush's campaign.
In particular, Edwards
attacked the lack of effort
Pres. Bush has put towards
women's issues. She noted
that the address Pres. Bush
planned to make in
Charlotte to his female
supporters did not spell
out a single achievement.
Edwards said "there is not
a single accomplishment in
the speech" as it pertains
to women. Edwards also
questioned Bush's support
of Tide IX of the
Educational Amendments
of 1.972. Edwards went as
far as to accuse Pres. Bush
of undermining Tide IX.
Tide IX of; the
Education Amendment of
1972 is legislation that pro-
hibits discrimination in
education and athletics
NEWS
Conference
Delegation Attends National HBCU
September 23, 2004
By Erica Franklin
Senior Writer
President Bush,
Colin Powell
among speakers at
HBCU Week
Conference in
Washington
"Our nation's historically black
colleges and universities have
opened the door to knowledge
when other doors were barred.
And today they offer exciting
opportunities to young people to
There were several invited
speakers for this year's confer-
ence* President George W Bush,
Secretary of Education Rod
Paige, Secretary of State Colin
Powell, Commissioner Jo Anne
B. Barnhart, Executive Editor of
Ebony Magazine Lerone
Bennett, Jr., and a few
Congressional and Corporate
Representatives.
benefit this administration, from
the Secretary of Education [Rod
Paige], to the Executive Editor
of Ebony Magazine [Lerone
Bennett, Jr.]. We made alot of
networks with powerful people
that we hope we can bring back
to A&T."
Williams said, "There were a
number of lessons and.people
that I interacted with that will
Topics discussed during the
conference were reauthorization
of die Higher Education Act,
the 50th Anniversary of Brown
v. Board of Education, home-
land security, private-sector
endowments, technology, gender
gaps, health care disparity issues,
and federal funding opportuni-
ties.
Gordon said, "This event was
extremely informative and inspir-
ing. It was wonderful to see that
every HBCU had a representa-
tive in attendance. Everyone
wanted to address and find solu-
tions to problems within the
institutions."
The theme for this year's con-
ference was "HBCUs:
Foundation Built on Excellence-
contribute to their country."—
President George W Bush
President Bush issued a
proclamation on Sept. 14, 2004
in which he made Sept. 12-18
National Historically Black
Colleges and Universities Week.
He made this announcement at
the National HBCU Week
Conference held on Sept. 12-15
at the Hyatt Regency
Washington Hotel in
Washington, D.C.
This conference is held annu-
ally and its mission is "to
strengthen the capacity of his-
torically black colleges and uni-
versities to provide excellence in
education."
Investing in a Bold New Future."
An estimated 600 representatives
were expected. Invitations went
out to HBCU presidents and
chancellors, sponsored research
administrators, corporation and
foundation officials, federal
student leaders and members of
the Board of Trustees.
agencyrepresentatives, organiza-
tional affiliates and Title III rep-
resentatives. This year, invita-
tions also went out to HBCU
A&T Student Government
President Calvin F. Williams, Jr.
and Treasurer Kristofer Gordon,
along with student leader Jubril
Ogunbunmi., had the honor of
attending. They were only able
to attend the conference on
Sunday and Monday due to their
class schedules.
Corrections from
Sept. 16. 2004 """" t : -A> : ■ ' ~"P OilFOR ALIFETIME.
nationWhere: Greensboro Army Recruiting
When: g a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday-Friday
r, 854-8580
GOSPEL
continued from page 1
Blasts Bush-
Cheney Campaign
USA/
As George W Bush said
in his proclamation "I call
upon public officials, edu-
librarians and all
people of the United
States to observe this week
with appropriate cere-
monies, activities, and pro-
grams to show our respect
and appreciation for these
remarkable mstitutions and
their graduates.
tory and praise die found-
ing of their school. I am
not saying do not party,
but at the end of the week
everyone should know why
they were celebrating.
were founded at a time
During National HBCU
Week "our" accomplish-
ments in education should
be celebrated. HBCUs
when equal education was
not available. Now,
HBCUs provide equal
opportunity and superior
education.
It is the 50m anniversary
of Brown vs. Board of
Education. It is also
the40"1 anniversary of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Yet, this is the first year to
celebrate National
Historically Black Colleges
and Universities Week.
The case of Brown vs.
Board of Education over-
ruled the "separate but
equal" doctrine thatwas
adopted from Plessy vs.
Ferguson. With the "sepa-
rate but equal" doctrine,
segregation was acceptable
White and black children
were not able to learn
together. Yet, this case
proved that segregation in
public schools only on the
basis of race deprived chil-
dren of the minority of
equal opportunities in edu-
cation even if facilities and
other concrete factors were
equal.
The Civil Rights Act of
1964made racial discrimi-
nation in public places ille-
Erica Franklin is a sen-
ior writer for The A&T
Register.
North Carolina has 10
HBCUs, including North
Carolina A&T State
University. A&T was
founded in 1891. It was
originally named A&M
College for the Colored
Race. Later in 1915, the
school became Agricultural
and Technical College.
The A&T Four provided
another strong aspect of
history for the university.
With this week set aside
to celebrate HBCUs, will
people remember the his-
tory or will it just be
another week to party?
Each HBCU needs to take
this week to teach the his-
gal. Employers were also
required to grant equal
employment opportunities.
In total, there are 103
historically black colleges
and universities. There are
23 states that have histori-
cally black postsecondary
academic institutions. The
District of Columbia and
the U.S. Virgin Islands also
have HBCUs.
From the Desk of the
President
by Sprengelmeyer& Davis
US&USA/
NOTWITHSTANDING 1
.PUERTO RICO AND A
LITHUANIA ￿I
North Carolina A&T has
some of the most diverse
md beautiful women.
There is nothingmore
Deautiful than a strong,
independent and goal-ori-
snted black woman that is
rising above the rest. You
see them walking to class,
driving to work, or study-
ing in the library. These are
the women that hold the
fate and future of our cul-
ture in their hands.
However, everything that
Calvinwilliamsjr@hot-
maircom
(336) 334-7820
Calvin F Williams, Jr. is
SGA President. He can
be reached at:
My Black Queens, you
have the power to change
this generation and the
world around you. So
please enjoy yourself, this
is college, but do not for-
get: Tobe treated as a
Black Queen, you must
first act like a Black
Queen
allows him to do. If you
are experiencing a cycle of
"bad men" or ' men treat-
ing you bad," that is only
because you allow it. A
"good man" will treat a
woman accordingly to how
she feels she is worth. If
you have sex with a man
without knowing the basics
about him, then he will
treat you with the same
respect that you give your-
self.
our generation. Black
My message to the Black
Queens of North Carolina
A&T: You control the fate
of your children and of
Queens, do you know the
Eower diatyou have overlack men? Black men are
"considered" the head of
the household and family,
but black women you hold
the family together. A man
will only do what a female
flitters is not always gold. Iave a story to tell that I
am not proud to say. I had
requested that the execu-
tive board members to be
accessible as possible;
therefore, we have given
out our business cards
with our cell phone num-
ber. A phone call was
received, from a young lady
who made an indecent
phone call for sexual rela-
tions. After hearing about
this incident, I thought to
myself is this the state of
our generation? Is this the
world my unborn child will
live in?
A&T: Adversity &
TrialsThe
Fad
And It Will Suffer
Treat Voting As A
Same Fate
By Michael Arceneaux
Black College Wire
This brings me to anoth-
er problem: Many of these
artists, including P.Diddy,
Mary J. Blige, Monica and
Andre 3000, have all
admittedly voted only once
or never at all. Maybe it's
the cynic in me, but I find
it difficult to relate to the
people stressing the impor-
tance of votingwho have
not practiced what they
preach.
While everyone's heart
may be in the right place,
the current methodology
may ultimately do more
harm than good.
During the late 1980s,
hip-hop, specifically acts
such as Public Enemy,
instilled a sense of black
Eride in the listener.Unfortunately, what was
then viewed as a move-
ment is now looked upon
as a fad.
voting? So far, nothing at
all.
will actually try to make
your life easier. I met one
of these people a few days
ago. Her name is Mrs.
Widemon and she works
in the Dowdy building
doing...something. Anyway,
she found out about the
problems I was having get-
ting paid and she told me
exactly what I needed to
do to get squared away.
On the other hand, there
was a lady I met on the
third floor of the infa-
mous Dowdy building that
apparendy didn't give a
damn about how my
tuition money pays her
salary. When I explained
the circumstances that led
me to her desk, she rolled
her eyes at me.
It's okay, though. I have
faith that my school will
cut my check soon. Then
my phone will be back on
and I can buy the Nas
double CD on the day it
comes out.
If not, I'll still be all
right. Somebody will burn
the Nas CD for me. As for
a phone, I don't really need
one anyway. Anybody who
needs me can find me in
the newsroom.
As the presidential elec-
tion draws closer, an effort
to bolster the votingpower
of the hip-hop community
has intensified. Many influ-
ential figures of the hip-
hop community, deluding
Russell Simmons and Sean
"P. Diddy" Combs, have
used their clout to orches-
trate large voter-registra-
tion drives through such
organizations as the Hip-
Hop Summit Action
Network and Citizen
Change, respectively.
Additionally, artists such as
MaryJ. Blige, Monica,
Chingy and Ashanti,
among others, have joined
forces to record tracks
such as "Wake Up
Everybody" with the same
goal as Simmons and
Combs — to increase voter
turnout among young
black Americans.
While they should all be
commended for giving
their time and effort to
such a worthy cause, I
have a few qualms about
this "movement."
For one, the emphasis is
on voter registration rather
than voter education.
Voting is even more
empowering if you actually
understand what's going
on in the political world
before you enter the voting
Voting is being made out
to be the latest trend in
hip-hop, and most trends
die. The now- infamous
"Vote or Die" campaign by
Combs and Citizen
Change employs the same
flashy marketing tactics
that Combs uses to pro-
mote his Bad Boy artists.
Likewise, Simmons' Hip
Hop Summit Action
Network stages concerts
and summits with a bevy
of hip-hop's top stars to
bring awareness to the
cause.
While their methods do
garner attention, what is
going to keep us interested
in politics after the elec-
tion? What is being said
about the specific issues
that affect our community
by the artists promoting
booth. A voter registration
card is the first step.
The second, ana
arguably the more impor-
tant, is to become educat-
ed on the candidates and
the issues.
Perhaps in the same way
we learned to walk, we can
simply crawl and make
baby steps until we learn
to stand on our own two
feet. However, as pertinent
as this year's election is, do
we really have that kind of
time? Already, it appears
that these efforts are likely
to display the same prob-
lem that plagues much of
hip-hop: elevating image
over substance.
This article first
appeared on the web-
site "Black College
Wire." The author,
Michael Arceneaux, is a
student at Howard
University. He writes for
The Hilltop.
Chad Roberts is Editor-
in-ChiefofThe A&T
Register.
A&T would be, "If you
can survive the red tape
here, you can survive red
tape anywhere."
I won't go into details
about what I had to go
through to get my check.
Just know this - it is
alsmost the end of
September and I am still
waiting. Meanwhile, the
bills keep rolling in and the
newspaper keeps coming
out. It's a good thing my
life doesn't depend on
A&T doing stuff when
they say they will. Unless
they say they are going to
drop your classes...
But, seriously, think
about it. Why is it that
when you try to register
for classes like humanities,
foreign language or eng-
lish, the classes are all full?
Because there are too
many people here. Why are
there so manypeople
here? Because A&T wants
the tuition money.
Besides tuition and
housing, the costs of stu-
dent fees, parking stickers,
textbooks and athletic fees
keeps goingup. Believe it
or not, tuition at A&T was
less than 1,000 dollars a
few years ago.
The slogan I've been
playing with recendy is
"Adversity & Trials'* State
University.
This doesn't apply to all
the faculty and staff at
A&T. There are some peo-
ple that work here who
refund check
office when it has your
Yes, a university needs
lots of money to survive
in today's world. Especially
in North Carolina, where
the economy is moving as
slow as the treasurer's
money for A&T.
Over the summer, about
700 A&T supporters trav-
eled to the capitol building
in Raleigh to lobby the
state legislature. The
underlying theme of the
trip was to get more
Another slogan that fits
A more accurate slogan
would be "Your money is
our money." Speaking
from personal experience,
that is the mentality in die
Dowdy building. The lady
behind the counter told
me if I didn't pay 94 dol-
lars by the time school
started, all my classes
would be dropped. 94 dol-
lars?!?
A lot of what happens
at A&T is all about the
money.
Does anybody pay atten-
tion to the catch phrases
that the A&T public rela-
tions department comes
up with?
A&T.
I remember one from a
few years ago. The slogan
was "A&T: Expect
Success." Looking back, I
see that success really
depends on what it is that
you are trying to do here at
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04-1035 Call for Service
Aggie Suites
-A resident assistant
reported that a smdentwas
beliaving unusual and mak-
ing strange statements.
The studentwas transport-
ed to University
Counseling Services.
04-1009 Drug Violation
Aggie Inn
-Two students were in pos-
session of marijuana. Due
to the minimal amount
seized, they were not
charged.
04-1045 Larceny
Graham Hall
-A Kimber Security
Officer reported that
someone attempted to
remove a computer moni-
tor. The security guard
was able to prevent theft,
but the suspect got away.
04-1016 Drug Violation
Riverwalk Apts.
-A non-student was arrest-
ed for possession of mari-
juana, during a traffic stop
in the Riverwalk parking
lot. The suspect was cited
and released.
04-1020 Assault
Riverwalk Apts.
-A student resident, of
Riverwalk Apts., was
arrested for assault with a
deadly weapon, when he
attempted to back his vehi-
cle into a security officer
working the parking lot.
The student was placed in
the Guilford County Jail,
under a $500.00 secured
bond.
-University Police and the
Greensboro Fire
Department responded to
the intersection of Dudley
at Bluford Street in refer-
ence to a vehicle fire. The
fire was contained. The
vehicle was towed to the
owner's residence. Total
est. fire damage to vehicle
$250.00. There were no
reported injuries
04-1028 Vehicle Fire
Dudley Street
04-1040 Warrant for Arrest
Gibbs Hall
-A studentwas arrested on
several warrants from
another agency. The stu-
dent was released on a
written promise to appear.
Arrest
September 13, 2004
04-1010 Drug Violation
Lutheran St.
-Three students were
chjarged with drug and
alcohol offenses. One stu-
dent was charged with sim-
pli possession of marijua-
na, issued a citation and
released. Two students
were arrested, charged
with simple possession of
marijuana and possession
of alcohol by an underage
pejrson.
04-1017 Drug Violation
DWI-Check Point
-A male (non-student) was
arrested for possession of
marijuana and crack
cocaine, during the DWI
check point held in
Highpoint, N.C. The sus-
pect was placed in the
Guilford County Jail,
under a $300.00 secured
bond.
04-1041 Warrant for
Obermyer St. I
-A student was arrested on
a warrant from another
agency. The student was
released on a written
promise to appear.
-A staff member reported
the possible odor of mari-
juana coming from a suite.
No marijuanawas found in
the suite. There are no
suspects
04-1031 Call for Service
Barbee Hall
04-1047 Assault
Bluford Library (PVA)
-A university faculty mem-
ber was assaulted by an
unknown female, who
punched her in the right
ribs, while passing her in
the Bluford Library
Parking Lot. The faculty
member advised her ribs
were sore, but did not
require any medical atten-
tion.
04-1022 Affray Aggie
Suites
-Two student residents
(male and female) got into
a physical altercation dur-
ing an argument. No
charges were filed, and
both parties refused med-
ical treatment. The case
was referred to Housing
and Student Affairs.
September 12, 2004
released
04-1011 Drug Violation
Riverwalk Apts.
-A student was charged
with simple possession of
marijuana. The student
was issued a citation and
04-1012 Drug Violation
Riverwalk Apts.
-A student was not
charged for simple posses-
sion of marijuana due the
minimal amount seized.
04-1018 Drug Violation
DWI-Check Point
- A male (non-student) was
arrested for DWI and pos-
session of crack cocaine at
the DWI check point, held
in Highpoint, N.C. The
suspectwas placed in the
Guilford County Jail,
under a $300.00 secured
bond.
04-1050 Drug Violation
arrested and placed under
a $10,000.00 secured bond
for an outstandingwarrant
Riverwalk Apts.
-Security officers working
the Riverwalk Apt. parking
lot located two male non-
students smoking marijua-
na in their vehicle. One
male was cited and
released. The other was
04-1042
Resist/Delay/Obstruct
Bluford Library
-A student was charged
with
Resist/Delay/Obstruct
when they left the scene,
after a tow truck was called
to remove their illegally
parked vehicle. There is a
warrant on file for the sus-
pect/student.
04-1032 Call for Service
Bryan Fitness
-An off campus student
reported their roommate
did not come home on the
previous evening. A
report was filed with the
Greensboro Police
Department.
04-1026 Concealed
Weapon Riverwalk Apts.
-Security officers found a
concealed BB gununder
the driver seat of a student
(resident of Riverwalk),
duringa vehicle stop. The
gun was placed into evi-
dence. The case was
referred to Housing and .
Student Affairs.
04-1019 Sick Call
Aggie Suites
-University Police and
EMS responded to the
Aggie Suites (Bldg - E), inreference to an intoxicated
resident (male student),
The information for this report was gathered by
contributorPhilip Morgan from public records at
the University Police Department.
This Week
A&T History
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04-1044 Disorderly
Conduct Scott Hall III
-A student became agitated
and began to curse, after
being detained and ques-
tioned about a fight and
04-1033 Larceny NCB
-A student reported that
someone had stolen his04-1027 Vehicle Accident
Go here
www.fordvehicles.com/collegegrad
to get there
Here's the deal: one price, no
haggling, cash in your pocket for
more important things!
This "student discount" offers substantial
savings on new Ford Motor Company
ness sensitivity," said
Jackson. He continued his
sermon by renaming the
"generation gap" to a "val-
ues gap." Jackson advocat-ed revolutionaries and
cited that without knowl-
edge the revolution would
become counter-revolu-
tionary. It would undo all
the progress already
achieved. "Understand
that you are standing on
another's shoulders, don't
take it for granted," said
Jackson
Aldon Coefield, George
"Big City" Green, Samuel
Hodges, George Knox and
Robert Lee Watkins were
incucted into the A & T
Sports Hall of Fame.
Lettering in everything
from football to boxing
and baseball, the five men
were recognized by their
alma mater for outstanding
athletic achievement. Jesse
Jackson, represented by his
son Jesse Jackson, Jr., wasalso honored for football.
Sept. 21,1984
"Famers Exemplify Aggie
Pride"
Other Bits of History:
"Communication Building
Begins First Semester of
Operation"
vehicles based on set prices established
by Ford's Employee Purchase Plan
There's no catch - it's a unique offer,
exclusive to select schools like yours
Save even more when you apply the
current national incentives available on
the vehicle you select
The best part? You get what you
expect. The style and features you want,
No-hassle dealer experience. A payment
that's easy on your wallet and lifestyle
The "Ultra-Modern"
Crosby Communication
Center opened this week in
1970.The more than $1.4
million building housed
the radio station (WANT),
television production facili-
ties, lecture rooms, and
connected to Paul
Robeson Little Theatre by
a second floor enclosed
bridge.
Sept. 22, 1978
"UNC System Rejects
Black Students"
Associate Dean of the
UNC College of Arts and
Sciences, Dean Renwick,
admitted that qualified
black applicants were being
rejected. The university
headed off the loss of fed-
eral funding by agreeing to
followHEW guidelines for
faster desegregation.
"Black enrollment won't
increase until they start
accepting more of the
applicants," said Dean
Renwick.
Compiled By ShevaunLassiter It's how you
get there!
"New Buddings But No
Parking"
The newly constructed
Physics and Social Sciences
Buildings were large but
the parking was anything
but large this week in
1979. The sticker system,
which A&T operated
with, failed to guarantee a
spot to students back then.
25, 1970
"Jesse Jackson Urges
Aggies to Obtain
Consciousness First"
At the Annual Freshmen
Worship Service, Jesse
Jackson spoke to students
om being conscious and
revolutionaries. "Our first
job is to acquire conscious-
ness-political conscious-
ness, economic conscious-
ness, artistic consciousness,
psychological conscious-
All suspects are innocent until proven guilty
September 23, 2004
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04-1013 B&E/Larceny
frcm Motor Vehicle
Pride Hall Lot
04-1006 Drug Violation
Bluford Library,
-A student was charged
with felony possession of
marijuana. The student
was arrested and taken to
Guilford County Jail.
-A student reported their
vehicle was broken into
and the car stereo
removed. There were
signs of forced entry.
There were no witnesses
or suspects. dence
who passed out in the
lobby. The student was
transported to Moses
Cone Hospital, treated for
alcohol poisoning, released
and returned to his resi-
vehicle registration plate.
The vehicle registration
plate was entered into
DCI/NCIC. There are no
suspects
BarbeeHall (PVA)
-A vehicle made contact
with die right rear quarter
panel of a parked vehicle,
while attempting to park in
the Barbee Hall parking
lot. Estimated value of
damage to both vehicles:
$600.00.
the baseball bat he was
carrying. The student was
arrested after refusing to
comply with directives.
The student was released
on a written promise to
appear. There are witness-
es.
leads in 6 swing states
that went to Gore in
2000
By Steven Thomma
WASHINGTON-
President Bush is cutting
into John Kerry's base,
leading or drawing virtual-
ly even with the Kerry in
six of seven swing states
that Democrat Al Gore
won four years ago,
according to a new
Knight Ridder-MSNBC
poll and two other single-
state polls.
In Iowa, Bush led Kerry
by 48-42 percent; in
lead of 45-44 percent in
Pennsylvania. In
Minnesota, by 46-44; in
New Mexico, by 47-43; in
Oregon, by 47-43; and in
Wisconsin by 46-44.
Kerry held a razor-thin
Michigan, he led 47-41,
his strongest state among
die seven. Those results
emerged from a series of
polls for Knight Ridder
and MSNBC done by
Mason-Dixon Research
and Polling.
By Michelle Mittelstadt
WASHINGTON- Five
widows instrumental in
die creation of the Sept.
11 commission endorsed
Democratic presidential
Kerry wins backing of
9/11 widows who
pushed forpanel's cre-
ation
field did not have one in
practice.
Hejlik did training
flights, got CPR certifica-
tion, administered primary
care, and was in charge of
personnel. She also got
the opportunity to go on a
live MEDEVAC flight.
Both ROTC staaents did
Officer Professional
Development which is
sight-seeing and interacting
with the local people.
They visited museums,
amusement parks, and
shopped. They justgot
back to the United States
between late August and
early September.
The ROTC program at
A&T serves several UNC
system colleges and univer-
sities including Elon and
UNC-Greensboro.
"Every year we have stu-
dents doing these training
programs. We have to
compete for the positions,"
said LTC Larry Burnett, a
professor of military sci-
ence.
Every spring semester at
N.C.A & T's Army ROTC
Aggie Battalion, all the
third- year cadets are in
preparation for National
Advanced Leadership
Camp. The cadets focus
on specific training they
will need. Training such as
Field Leader's Reaction
Course (FLRC), Basic Rifle
Marksmanship, Automatic
Weapons, Land
Navigation, Individual
Tactical Training (ITT),
Hand Grenade, Fire
Support, Nuclear,
Biological, Chemical
Training (NBC), and
Patrolling Situation
Training Exercises. The
National Advanced
Leadership Camp is con-
ducted at Fort Lewis,
Wash. The camp provides
professional training and
evaluation in all aspects of
camp life, administration
and logistical support.
Although the camp mis
sion includes continued
training and leadership
development, the primary
focus at camp is to evalu-
ate each cadet's officer
potential. National
Advanced Leadersh ip
Camp represents the onl}
opportunityfor this com-
mand to gather all cadets
on one "level playing field"
for die purpose of making
tliis assessment as accu-
rately and as professionally
as possible. Cadets are also
givin die opportunity to
attend Cadet Troop
Leadership Training. This
particular leadership train-
ing offers the third-year
cadets the opportunityto
perform the duties of a
2nd Lt. for up to one
month with an active duty
unit. Actual duties per-
formed will vary by branch
and unit. Many cadets will
serve as either platoon
leaders or assistant platoon
leaders. Cadets desiring to
attend CTLT must be m
top physical condition and
present a good military
appearance. CTLT is open
oniv to third-year cadets
who attend National
Leadership Advanced
Camp the same summer.
Being in top physical
condition and at the top of
the cadets at NLAC did
more for Leilani Nance
and Melissa Hejlik than
justbeing in shape for the
summer, it got them inter-
national internships.
After completing NLAC,
Nance and Hejlik were
offered internships from
North America to Asia
and in between. The all
expense paid internships
were filled with opportuni-
ties that are not as com-
mon here. Not to men-
tion, they were paid a
stipend for their learning
and leadership experiences
U.S. Department of
Nance, a senior majoring
in Computer Science, took
an internship at Camp
Humphry's in South Korea
with a Chemical Unit. She
credited her decision to go
Korea to her six years liv-
ing in Japanwhile her
mother worked for the
Defense
As an intern at Camp
Humphry's, Nance shad
owed the Executive
Officer, the second highest
ranking officer on base.
She acted as an actual staff
member and took on the
role of Platoon Leader.
Under this tide, Nance was
responsible for physical
training, freshening her
subordinates up on various
military techniques, and
range safety.
Hejlik went to the
Weivaden Army Airfield in
Germany and worked with
the MEDEVAC Team.
"My parents are used to
me going far away anyway.
They wanted to come with
me,' said Hejlik.
Hejlik shadowed a
Captain on base, lead phys-
ical training (PT) and did
flightplanning. Since the
Executive Officer and the
Platoon Leader were the
same person in Germany,
Hejlik split the work down
the middle and took on a
real staff members role.
She even created a casualty
notification procedure.
Before her arrival, the air-
Candidates for Cadet Troop
Leadership Training Must be in
Top Physical Condition
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nominee John Kerry on
Tuesday, sayingPresident
Bush has faded to close
major security gaps.
Joined by a survivor of
the attack on the
Pentagon, the women
charged diat Bush hin-
dered die Sept. 11 com-
mission's work and
launched a misguided war
in Iraq. The war, they
said, has drained vital
resources from the cam-
paign in Afghanistan to
eradicate al-Qaida and
fomented hatred of the
United States around the
world.
By Gary Fineout and
Ivan floods and blows
apart Gulf Coast,
killing at least 20
Martin Merzer
PENSACOLA, Fla
Twenty died and thou-
sands begged for help.
Countless buddings were
crushed or damaged,
many by a roaring swarm
of tornadoes. The Gulf
of Mexico swept away
invaded downtown
beachfront homes and
Pensacola. Hundreds of
homes in the Florida
Panhandle were damaged
by at least 12 tornadoes,
hundreds more were de-
roofed by Ivan's powerful
winds, and many others
along the coast were
swamped by its 10- to 16-
foot storm surge, topped
by thunderous waves.
Power was knocked out to
345,000 homes and busi-
nesses in eight Florida
counties and more than 1
million in other states.
Most people in Pensacola
and the rest of hardest-hit
Escambia County also
were without water, tele-
phones or even reliable
sewer service. "It's the
worst thing I've ever seen
in my life,' said Escambia
County Sheriff Ron
McNesby. "It's not as bad
as Andrew, but it's a bad
hurricane."
For more information on the
North CarolinaA&T State
University Army ROTCyou
can visit CambellHalland
speack to any of the Army
ROTC representatives or call
(336) 334-7588
Bush scores narrow
partner and dance to R
Kelly's hit "Step in the
Name of Love."
While Darden expressed
his rapping skills,
Mckethan used his martial
arts and dance techniques
to capture the crowd. Byrd
stole the show by having
everyone grab a dance
unique performances.
Darden didan original
song entided "Throw it
Away" featuringJ.I."What made me stand
outwas my talent," stated
Darden. "I had the oppor-
tunity to showcase some-
one else and express their
talent as well."
Cake." Sawyer educated
the crowd with a mix of
Kanye West lyrics. Darden
and McKethan both gave
Talent took place next.
The young men had the
opportunity to use their
creativity and show their
talents. Sawyer and Major
both performed original
monologues. Major cap-
tured the ladies hearts as
he gave his monologue
entided "Black Woman
chants
t-shirts, along with the
school mascot. McKethan
brought the school spirit
on stage by inviting three
A&T cheerleaders to help
insist the crowd in the
The pageant ended with
former Mr. Aggie, Dennis
McCamery, and his
farewell to the students at
A&T.
Greensboro. If I was
Chancellor for a day, I
would form a program
where we can assist the
students to develop them
into well-roundecTindivid-
uals."
After McCamery's signa-
ture piece, everyone waited
eagerly for the name of
the young man who would
reign as Mr. Aggie.
Uche Byrd was crowned
Mr. Aggie 2004-2005. Ryan
Major was firstrunner up
"The pageant this year
was pretty decent," said
McCamery. "I hope to see
Mr. Aggie in the future to
be a part of the Student
Government Association."
chancellor for the day,he
work well under pressure
When asked if he was
There is also a lot of
confusion, especially for
college students, on the
steps needed to be taken in
order to vote. There are
plenty of ways to find out
the answers to any ques-
tions. BET and MTV both
provide information about
voting as well as registra-
tion on their websites. So
log on and don't forget to
Rock the Vote this
November.
The point of the matter
is many of the things we
complain about can be
changed through voting.
The lack of jobs, increased
tuition, health care, gov-
ernment assistance and
civil liberties all depend on
who we elect in office.
nons
There is also a fight to
encourage blacks to vote in
the upcoming election.
Only about 50 percent of
Blacks vote in the presi-
dential elections and
according to the National
Coalition on Black Civic
Participation, 90 percent of
that 50 percent of blacks
voted for Gore in the 2000
elections. Now think of
what it would have been
like if 80 percent of blacks
voted instead of 50. There
might be a different
President of the United
States right now. There
might not have been a war
in Iraq or a September 11.
Voting is that important
and matters that much.
The National Coalition
has even jumped on the
motivation wagon with its
coalition to increase black
youth voting, Black Youth
Vote! BYU is comprised of
a wide range of youth
organizations such as
greek, professional, social
and street youth organiza-
On July 20, Sean "P-
Diddy" Combs held a
press conference announc-
ing information on CitizenChange, a national, non-par-
tisan organization created
to educate, motivate, and
empower more than 42million Americans aged
18-30 to vote on
November 2. Combs has
also released a t-shirt
under his very successful
clothing industry, Sean John.The shirt reads, "Vote or
Die," a powerful message
that Citizen Change has
labeled as their slogan.
Combs' passion for
empowering the youth was
evident at mis conference.
"Young voters in this
country are throwing away
their power to have a say
about education, health-
care, and any issue that
affects them," Combs
explained. "These things
affect your life, so vote or
die!"
reach young people at
locations where they hang
out and encourage political
motivation.
Rock the Vote: Choose or
Loose, a voter-registration
campaign started by MTV
in the 1990's, is focused on
empowering young individ-
uals to vote with the goal
of registering 20 million
new voters this year. By
developing street teams,
MTV has been able to
common besides the fact
that theyare well known
celebrities? They have all
joined, with many other
celebrities, in campaigns to
encourage young America
to vote.
What do Russell
Simmons, R Diddy, JadaPinkett-Smith, Jill Scott,Erykah Badu, Snoop and
Nate Dogg all have in
1004 Eri
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Mr. Aggie
continued from page 1 "As Mr. Aggie my go;
are to work with the hh
school students at A&l
Middle College, do moi
community service proj
ects and make Mr. Aggi
prominent figure on cai
pus," Byrd said.
Byrd is a member of
Omega Psi Phi Fraterni
and Johnny McKethan
came in second.
Contributor
By Maria Robertson
ai
A
wr. Aggie
y goals are...dc
tore community
ervice projects
nd make Mr.
ggie a promi-
ent figure on
ampus"
Uche Byrd, Mr. Aggie
2004-2005
confidently stated, "Most
students are unaware of
the A&T Middle College
located here in
given an impromptu ques-
tion. Byrd proved he could
The interview was the
last event to take place in
the competition. Each of
the five contestants was
Made for Television Movie
Dead wood (HBO)
Directing for a Drama Series
Meryl Streep, Angels in America (HBO)
Lead Actress in a Miniseries or Movie
Lead Actress in a Comedy Series
Sarah Jessica Parker, Sex and the City (HBO)
AReview
By Malik Moody
Contributor
Drama Series
The Sopranos (HBO)
The Triad Stage is located on Elm Street in
downtown Greensboro.
First to enter was there was the beauti-
ful lounge singer from Kansas City by the
name of Cherie, played by Melodie Sisk
play.
actors breathed abundant life into the
scene as a strong and sturdy older man
with a strongvoice that vibrated through
the audience. He definitely brought his
energy to the act. Great performance
The next five characters to enter where
the passengers from the bus, and these
The sheriff of the town, Will Masters,
played by Mack McClain, came into the
innocent young Elma Duckworth, played
by Jamie Dunn. Dunn started off kind of
sluggish at the beginning of the perform-
ance, but as the play progressed she
became more into character. Overall her
performance was rather mediocre.
The set of the play is a superb theatri-
cal illusion of a dinner owned by an
excellent in portraying Grace as a sassy
"been there done that" kind of lady who
may not have been "intellectually" smart
but a genius in other areas, mainly men.
Working for Grace as a waitress was
eccentric women by the name of Grace,
played by Elisabeth Ritson. Ritson was
cabin fever.
The Triad Stage started its 2004-2005
season with a bang. William Inge's
romantic comedy 'Bus Stop," directed by
Preston Lane, will be performed until
September 26"'.
Set in the 1950's,"Bus Stop" explores
the interaction of eight charcters stranded
at a diner in the middle of a blizzard.
The characters indulge in what can only
be assumed asa romantivc version of
Triad Stage
"Bus Stop"
Opener for
Great Season
truly touching how their relationship pro-
gresses during the play and it left the
audience wondering what the outcome
would actually be. Though the play start-
ed with a slow, it immediately picked up
the pace and captivated its audience. The
audience gave a much deserved standing
ovation, but the lighting, sound, and sce-
nic designer deserved one as well.
The one relationship that develops that
caught the audience off guard was
between Bo Decker and Cherie. It is
these two and the audience truly enjoyed
the comical flirting and sexual inuendo,
especially on Carl's part.
The main character of this play who
broughtelectrifying energy to play just in
time was the rough and raw Bo Decker,
played by Michael Abbott. .
One flaw in Abbott playing Decker was
that he really didn't look like a 21 year-
old, but he made up for it in his comical
performance. Bo's sidekick was an older
cowboy named Virgil Blessings played by
Bill Raulerson. These two had great
chemistry.
Grace and the humorous bus driver, Carl,
played by Ross Degraw Initially you can
see that there is a connection between
Another interesting relationship devel-
oped between the eccentric waitress
interesting character who kept you suspi-
cious, mainly because of the flask in his
pocket, excuse me...flasks. Keep a look
out on how the relationship develops
between young Elma and the good doc-
tor.
Second was the Shakespeare quoting
Professor Lyman. Dr. Lyman was one Eur
status and position control you.
sped: A man with, respect, for himself is
more likely to respect his woman.
Although you may feel that respect only
deals with saying 'Yes Maam", No
Maam",there's more.
Respect is what you say and how you
say it. Not to offend anyone, but why
would any woman want a man who
hollered at her from across campus, and
then had the audacity to call her out of
her name when she didn't respond. And il
you said she wasn't all that when shekept
walking, then why holler at her in the first
place.
Reputation: Reputation is a tricky matter.
As a mar. or woman you want your name
to speak for you, and trust me, what it
says says a lot about you. So if your name
has been receiving a whole lot of buzz
before someone has had the opportunity
to meet you, than that could only mean
one of two things; you're either extremely
hot, or you're definitely not! (I mean that
in the safest way possible). Seriously fella's
why would a woman want to talk to you,
if she heard you already tried to holler at
her roommate and her suite mates; within
the first week of school.
Character. With character you are either
embracing or disregarding all the things
"Sweet ol Mom and Dad taughtyou
from birth until now. However, character
is a matter that must be learned, and is
never given to anyone. Women have spe-
cial radars when it comes to men with
good character; simply because he may
not say a word; but nis attitude about life
and towards women says it all.
So throw out all the stuff cousin "Ray-
Ray" told you before you got here,
because trust me fellas you're in a whole
other league!!!
Why Women Love
Men ofDistinction
A Commentary
By Myna Watford
Contributor
Women are some of the most intelli-
gent beings on the face of the eartil.
Everything from the way we coordinate
aur style, to the way we coordinate our
men is handpicked to the T!
Theoretically, what other group of indi-
viduals can confuse a man as well as
themselves, but still somehow manage to
mow what they're talking about.
Beat's me! Therefore, this article is dedi-
cated to meeting the needs of women,
}ut answering the questions of men.
Since the beginning of time, women
lave always been, and always will be,
ittention orientated beings. Not saying
that men aren't; but notice how we put so
much more time and effort into our out-
vard appearance. Why else would we
lave to get up 2 hours early for a morn-
ing class? To say the least, our appearance
definitelymatters. With that being said, if
ust the demands of our appearance are
;o high, wouldn't you expect the demands
d{ our men to be as well? Woman love to
3e surrounded by men who possess
lower, lives with respect, upholds positive
eputations, andhas character.
Power Finding a man who possess power,
nid doesn't abuse it is like looking for a
needle in a haystack. It is important that a
man with power knows his strengths as
veil as weakness; otherwise he can fall
irey to the same obstacles anyone else
:an. It is not so much as the man who
rolds the power that is intriguing, but
more so the steps he takes to keep it.
Now fella's, power is not determined by
the status or position you hold, but it
veighs heavily on your ability not to let
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And The Winner is.
2004 Emmy Awards Scorecard
Supporting Actress in a Comedy Series
Cynthia Nixon, Sex and the City (HBO)
Arrested Development (Fox)
Directing for a Comedy Series
David Hyde Pierce, Frasier (NBC)
Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series
The Daily Show with Jon Stewart (Comedy Central)
Writing for a Variety, Music or Comedy Program
Reality Program
Queer Eye for the Straight Guy (Bravo)
Reality-Competition Program
The Amazing Race (CBS)
Drea de Matteo, The Sopranos (HBO)
Supporting Actress in a Drama Series
Michael Imperioli, The Sopranos (HBO)
Supporting Actor in a Drama Series
Jeffrey Wright, Angels in America (HBO)
Supporting Actor in a Miniseries or a Movie
Variety, Music or Comedy Series
The Daily Show With Jon Stewart (Comedy Central)
Something the Lord Made (HBO)
Who already has their homecoming outfit picked out?
"No, I believe that the dismissalproves that he
was innocent all along. She knew her case was
crumbling and I feel the guilt was getting to her."
Did you know that black people spent $2.8 billion on clothes in
justone year?
Accounting major
Samantha Streeter, Sophomore
What happen to all the brothers with soul, like Maxwell,
D'Angelo, and Donnell Jones?
10. Was Glen Lewis a one hit wonder?
11. Why do the parking service officers have such attitudes?
12. They're the one's giving out the parking tickets not getting
them, right?
13. Why is it that the only phrase everyone in Dowdy knows is
"What's your social?"
"No,not really, that actually makes me change
my mind on the girl. She obviously was in the
wrong and she decided to drop the charges. I
believed he was guilty I'm not sure if it was
because I'm nota fan of his orif it was the
evidence but obviouslyhe's fine now."
14. Which movie is better, "The Five Heartbeats" or
"The Temptations"?
Ryan Shumake, Freshman
Undecided
15. How many times has the average black college student
watched "Sister Act 2" or Lean on Me"?
16. Aren't today's kids missing out on real games, like
"Connect Four", "Battleship", "CandyLand" and "Shoots and
Ladders"?
17. Speaking of board games, who remembers "MouseTrap",
"Guess Who?" and "Operation"? Bryant, I would yell rape too and ask for
$3.2 million."
"I think Kobe Bryant was never guilty because he
is fine and she just wanted some money. If I was
a groupie and I was in a hotel room with Kobe
18. Would "Hungry, Hungry, Hippos" be an inappropriate game,
since children today are having issues with being over-
weight? Education major
Ashley Washington, Sophomore
19. Why is it that every time I go into Walmart, I see at least four
to five Aggies?
20. Can females still wear "prom do's" like French rolls as every
day hairstyles in 2004?
**Bonus Question of the Week**
If it was me I would have been in jail
along time ago..."
"I feel that Kobe wasn't guilty, but I do feel that he
gotoffbecause of his status, because of who he
is. Millionares nowadays normally go scott - free.
same music videos they play all the time?
Why did BET take away "Teen Summit" to put o/i more of the
Terrance McNeil, Senior,
Art Education major
Have any questions you want to ask...email me at
MisslNQB@yahoo.com
Top 10 of the Week
R. Kelly Keeps
The People... Happy
A Review
By Kiir KnightR&B
Teedra Moses Complex Simplicity
Forever, For Always, For Luther
Gospel
Youthful Praise/Thank You For The Change
Deitrick Haddon/Crossroads
Jazz
Monty Alexander with Ernest Ranglin / Rocksteady
Bobby Watson & Horizon/ Horizon Reassembled
Smooth Jazz
Boney James/Pure
Chris Botti/A Thousand Kisses
Hip Hop
Terror Squad/Lean Back (Single)
Twista/So Sexy
verses and intense preaching.
You can effordessly tell that this is a testi-
monial CD and a disc that gives Kelly the
chance to reflect on the mistakes of his
past and therefore allows him and hence
you, the listener, to move forward.
R. Kelly has never failed us before and
you will not be disappointed in this col-
lection. He always seenis to know how to
make people feel good, whether it is
physically, spiritually or mentally. No one
can deny that this man has talent!
The self proclaimed 'Pied Piper, takes
take the time to ensure that this disc
appeals to all people and makes
them.... happy.
This will be one to hold on to, and
when the 20 year olds become 50 year
olds, there will be a generation of step-
pers stepping until they can step no more!
RKefly's 'rU Saved Me" disc is an inspi-
rational disc that would have even the
person who did not regularly listen to
gospel, play this disc on a Wednesday
afternoon.
As R.Kelly has never failed to do, he
has found a happy medium between
gospel and R&B to create ten ttacks that
are not overwhelminglypushing God on
you with the constant repetition of Bible
R.Kelly has successfully milked the
"step" phenomena. "HappyPeople," the
first CD in the double disc collection, is
an anthology of stepper's tunes.
Although the CD is as great as any of
Kelly's past CDs, you may feel the need
to pause the CD and finish stepping later
On this album, he lovingly refers to him-
self as the "Music Weatherman," fore-
casting love and beats with flutes in the
background
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20 Questions
By Miss InquisitiveB Talk-back!!
1.Am I the only one who didn't know that Free was 37 years old?
2. And if she is pregnant, who is the father?
QuestionSpeaking of pregnant celebrities, since Brandy had her baby,
doesn't she look like she needs to eat a sandwich?
Who is ready to pay $20-$40 for a party during homecoming?
Does the dismissal of the criminal charge change your mind
about Kobe Bryant's guilt or innocence?
Did you know that Homecoming brings Greensboro $12-15
million just during that weekend?
H
What is the percentage of students attending all their classes
during Homecoming week?
The Aggies have lost
back-to-back games for the
first time this season.
made sure that would not
happen as they crushed the
Aggies 42-3 on Sept. 18 on
a historical night for A&T.
Winston-Salem hoping to
pull out an upset against
their first ever Division I-
A opponent Wake Forest.
The Demon Deacons
N.C. A&T came into
Groves Stadium in
The Demon Deacons (2-
1, 0-1 ACC) forced the
By Julius McKinley
Jr
Representatives
Contributor
By Shevaun Lassiter
The Lady Aggies will be
at home to take on
Charlotte on Sunday, Sept.
26 at Corbett Sports
Center. Game time is 5:00
p.m.
Arlene Mitchell had 10
kills for the Lady Aggies
(3-8).
Former Lady Aggie
Stefani Eddins had eight
kills and two blocks
against her former team-
mates.
Arlene Mitchell had 25
kills on the night for
A&T.
On Monday, Sept. 20,
the Lady Aggies traveled
to Raleigh to face N.C.
State. TheLady Wolfpack
(10-3) swept A&T 3-0
(30-26, 30-14, 30-20).
Tabitha Turner led the
game with 27 kills and
Alissa Brackeen added 15
kills and 13 defensive digs
for Campbell.
51 defensive kills to the
Aggies 56 kills and 60
defensive digs.
Bowling Ready
to Repeat
drastically changing in a
negative way.
This is hard for me to
say, but my opinion and
views toward professional
athletes in this world is
daughter he has at home
does he not have respect
for his wife, he does not
respect his self or his
After being a die-hard
Kobe Bryant fan since he
has stepped foot in the
NBA, I would have to say
that Kobe was outright
wrong for the things that
he has done. Not only
Maybe there are a few of
the athletes who are gen-
uinely good athletes and
respect themselves as well
as their family, but it seems
like there are only a few of
them.
It is kind of hard for me
to respect them at all.
Maybe the NBA should
take a look at the stars that
get litde attention, like
ChaunceyBillups, Richard
Hamilton, Vince Carter
and even former player
A.C. Green.
These are athletes who
A&T
Within the past several
days, there have been doc-
uments that have leaked
out pertaining to the sexu-
al assault case that may
have hurt him if they were
admissible in court.
According to the docu-
ments, not only didBryant
cheat on his wife regularly,
but he also had unprotect-
ed sex with several women.
Not only is this bad for
the NBA, but it is bad for
Kobe's image as a person.
Little kids all over the
world will now look at him
differendy and may not
call him their role model.
Not only does Bryant
escape jail time, but he
escapes missing out on
freedom and possibly
spending the rest of his
life behind bars.
After a painful season of
trial dates and booing fans,
Kobe Bryant of the Los
Angeles Lakers was acquit-
ted of all charges in his
sexual assault case.
Senior Writer
Campbell (3-8) retaliat-
ed by winning the last
game 30-24. Campbell
had a total of 61 kills and
The Lady Aggies fell to
Campbell 3-1 (30-27, 31-
29, 16-30, 30-24). The
first two sets of the four,
Campbell won by only
three points. The third
game was the Lady
Aggies' first win of the
Invitational.
A&T was down but not
out with one more game
to go. A&T met and
played Campbell
University in the last game
of the Invitational.
Weekly's seven kills
Fellow Lady Bull Wendy
Haskell delivered seven
additional kills.
It was not enough to
stop Buffalo. The Lady
Bulls countered theLady
Aggies with Katie
own
5) with eight defensive
digs. Teammate Lauren
Walker backed her up with
five defensive digs of her
Mitchell fought the Lady
Bulls with 11 kills between
them. Cooper continued
the assault on Buffalo (7-
Lady Aggies' Krystal
Cooper and Arlene
swept the Lady Aggies 3-0
(30-20, 30-8, 30-13).
University of Buffalo
Arlene Mitchell had 12
kills for the Lady Aggies.
In the second game of
the Invitational, the
Dukes. James Madison
had a total of 41 kills on
the night against A&T.
James Madison (6-2)
defeated the Lady Aggies
3-0 (30-20, 30-25. 30-20).
Emiiee Hussack, who won
Most Valuable Player, had
10kills and eight digs on
the night for the Lady
Harrisonburg, Va. at
James Madison University
on Sept. 17 and Sept. 18.
Madison Invitational in
N.C. A&T lost all three
games in the James
situation have on your
child. I know I wouldn't
want my child to even con-
sider him as a role model
or even wearing his jerseys
or shoes. If you do then
what type of morals do
you have for yourself and
what does our society
stand for if we support
those who can't even be
faithful to their wife and
set a positive example for
their children and others.
I know a lot of you may
disagree with me, but what
if you had a child and
what effects will the out-
come of the Kobe Bryant
have a good reputation
around the NBA and at
the same time are super-
stars who have not had
legal problems outside of
the NBA. These people
are the people I would like
to see in a commercial rep-
resenting the NBA and
that the children of the
world look up to, not Allen
Iverson, Chris Webber,
Kobe Bryant or even
Michael Jordan.
Preview
A&T (1-2) Elon (1-1)
Place: Aggie Stadium
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Date: Sept. 26
Radio: WNAA 90.1 FM
A&T last week: lost to Wake Forest 42-3
Elon last week: defeated Delaware State 49-13
A&T Notes: Marshall Glenn is out for Saturday's game with
a dislocated left shoulder. The last time the Aggies lost their
home opener was to Elon 13-0 in 2000.
A&T Key Players: Running Back Christopher Jones (143yards, TD in three games).linebacker Billy McEachern (20
tackles, a sack and interception in three games).
Elon Key Players:.Running Back John Taylor (248 yards,four touchdowns in two games). Defensive End Mark
Jetton (10 tackles and three sacks in two games).
Elon Notes: Elon averaged 153 yards per game.on the
ground. The Pheonix has lost back-to-bacR against the
Aggies.
The Lady Aggies begin
their quest for a fourth
MEAC championship and
first NCAA championship
on Saturday Sept. .25 at
Gate City Lanes in
Greensboro from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. and on Sunday
from 8:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
"Wining a MEAC
Championship is halfway
through our goal," said
Stith. "Our goal is to win
a national championship."
The Lady Aggies goal
this year exceeds wining a
MEAC championship.
represent A&T. We would
like to have more support
from faculty, students and
even alumni."
"Even though we're not a
marquee sport, we are stu-
dent athletes and we do
"We practice just as hard
as other sports, maybe dif-
ferent degrees but just as
hard," said coach Stith.
trated with the lack of
supportgiven by the uni
versity.
Hilary Cox, former Most
rings, Michelle Hanna and
walk-on Letitica Cross.
Richardson, who has three
MEAC Championship
The Lady Aggies are
returning all of their
bowlers from their cham-
pionship run last year.
Seniors Amanda
"Our relationship is a
give and take relationship,"
said coach Stith. "No
respect given is not any
respect received."
The Lady Aggies are led
by former player and now
first-year head coach
Courtney Stith. Stith has
won three MEAC champi-
onships and was a former
captain of the team.
The Lady Aggies are
going for their fourth
straight MEAC champi-
onship this year.
By Harold Chairs
Contrubtor
When students think
about Aggie Athletics, they
probably think about foot-
ball or basketball. Another
team is making noise for
quite some time. That is
the bowling team.
With all of the accom-
plishments the Lady
Aggies have, they are frus-
A&T often spends many
holidays on the road. This
year they will be in St
Louis for Thanksgiving
and in New Jersey for
Christmas.
The Lady Aggies are a
dedicated group. Their sea-
son spans the whole aca-
demic year, with little to
no break in-between.
"Everyone brings a piece
to the puzzle, we are still
optimistic about the sea-
son even though Hilary is
down for a while," said
coach Stith.
Cox will be inactive until
January,'while recovering
from surgery.
Championships team
another tide
Juniors Kryistian Jones
and sophomore Danielle
Hanna round out the for-
mer MEAC
Outstanding Player of the
MEAC Championship, and
Jamie Brungard, who fin-
ished second only to Cox
in total pins and average,
both are back to add
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DEACONS TOO MUCH FOR AGGIES
SportsEditor
By Gregory Bond
"It is not a bad opportu-
nityand if you have the
personal and resources in
place, I think you can have
a fairly competitive foot-
ball game especially if you
are not one of the elite I-
A," said coach Small.
The Aggies will play
their first home game
1:30 p.m
against Elon University on
Sept. 25. Game time is
Wake Forest outrushed
A&T 336-117 and forced
the Aggies to turn the ball
over three times.
Moye's pass was picked off
by cornerback Marcus
McGruder and ran back 25
yards to give Wake Forest a
comfortable 35-0 lead at
halftime.
Later in the second,
With Aggie quarterback
Rico Watkins out for the
year with a broken foot,
A&T relied on third-string
Adrian Moye.
"I thought we were in
for a battle and I think we
were," said Wake Forest
head coach Jim Grobe.
"When their quarterback
(Glenn) got hurt, I thought
that changed the face of
the game. We were up by
14, they gota couple of
first downs. He thrown
some pretty good passes
on their sprint game."
"Marshall (Glenn) is still
going through rehab," said
coach Small. It is a day-to-
dayat this point."
In the second quarter,
Glenn's pass was tipped
multiple times and inter-
cepted by linebacker Jyles
Tucker. On the return,
Tucker ran over Glenn,
which caused him to dislo-
cate his left shoulder.
Lady Aggies Lose at James
Madison Invitational NC State
Wake Forest running back Micah
Andrews (13) had three touchdowns.
Andrews, who earned
ACC Rookie of the Week,
rushed 17 times for 125
yards and three touch-
downs on the night.
Aggies (1-2) to punt on
their first drive of the
game on a three-and-out.
Wake Forest went to work
on their first drive. During
the drive, Deacons running
back Chris Barclay ran six
times for 35 yards, includ-
ing a 7-yard touchdown
run to give Wake Forest a
7-0 lead.
Barclay rushed for 50
yards on 10 carries.
Late in the first, Aggies
quarterback Marshall
Glenn fumbled on a pass
attempt and Wake Forest
recovered at the 13-yard
line.
The next play, Deacons
running back Micah
Andrews ran a 13-yard
touchdown run to put
them up 14-0 at the end of
the first quarter.
Needs Better
opponent. I admired our
kids for hanging in there
to try to make some things
happen and we will build
from that. We just came
up on the short end of the
situation."
"We had a very tough
football game," said Aggie
head coach George Small.
"We played a very good
ming to track and field in
reference to the impor-
tance of each person indi
vidual performance and
how itaffects everyone o
the team
Head coach Shawn
Hendrix begins her fourth
season with the Lady
Aggies. Hendrix plans to
see improvement in the
team's overall improve-
ment and expects to see
more leadership coming
from her two returning
seniors, Asha Clinkscales
and Tiffany Mack.
After officially becoming
a member, the Lady Aggies
will compete in their first
full season in the NEC.
A&Twill also host the
HistoricallyBlack College
and University Relay Meet
at the Corbett Sports
Contributor
N.C. A&T Women's
swimming team is
approaching the 2004-2005
season with high expecta-
tions after finishing in
twelfth place in the North
Eastern Conference
Championships last sea-
son.
By Mike Stanley
MEAC Volleyball Standings
As of Sept. 22
Teams MEAC Overall
Northern Division
Morgan State
Delaware State
Hampton
Coppin State
Md. Eastern Shores
Howard
2-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
7-6
2-8
7-8
1-9
2- 11
0-7 W. 4
Southern Division
WmttW
N.C. A&T
S.C. State
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
2-0
0-0
0-0
0-2
3-8
11-3
4-2
0-2
0-4
Thursday, Sept. 23
Georgia at FAMU
Villanova at Delaware State
Norfolk State»at William & Mary
Morgan State at UNCG
Morgan State vs. FAU
Hampton at Howard
Friday Sept. 24
Saturday Sept. 25
Morgan State at Memphis
Hampton at Delaware State
Norfolk State at Gardner-Webb
Morgan State vs. UNC Asheville
Norfolk State vs. Campbell
Southern Miss at FAMU
UMES at UCONN
UMES vs. Marquette
A
It's stress management. It's knowledge.
It's an art. It's a reproduction,
K tool of the%past. It's competition
Sunday Sept. 26
Norfolk State at Elon
Charlotte at N.C. A&T
Sheridan Black
College Football Poll
Sports Network I-AA
College Football Poll
Points
Teams (First Place Votes) RecordsRecords VotesTeams (First Place Votes)
mm*
What do you see? Every day,The New York Times helps you see the world around
a very special student rate of more than 50% off, call 1-888-NYT-COLLand mention
you in whole new ways. Pick up your copy of The Times today. And to subscribe at
media code S84AJ. Or visit nytimes.com/student. THE NEW YORKTIMES
(23)1. Hampton
2. Albany State
3. Tenn. State
4. Alabama State
5. Southern Jaguars
6. Bethune-Cookman
7. Alcorn State Braves
8. Fort Valley State
9. South Carolina State
10.Tuskegee
Others receiving votes
Alabama A&M 24
Grambling 15
North Carolina Central 12
Virginia State 9
North Carolina A&T 7.
317
395
457
461
463
671
749
775
SljcjNctu knowledge network.
INSPIRINGTHOUGHT
INSPIRINGTHOUGHT. DAILY.
2- 1
3-0
2-1
2-1
2- 1
3-0
1-1
1-0
0-2
1. Southern Illinois (59)
2. Furman (30)
3. Georgia Southern (10)
4. Delaware
5. Stephen F. Austin (1)
6. Western Kentucky (1)
7. Montana
8. Maine (2)
9. Wofford
10. Colgate
11. Villanova
12. McNeese State
13. Northern Iowa
14. New Hampshire
15.CalPoly
16. Massachusetts
17. Appalachian State
18. Northeastern
19. Northwestern State
20. Hampton (1)
21. Montana State
22. Penn
23. Northern Arizona
24. James Madison Dukes 2-0
25. Lehigh Mountain Hawks 2-1
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A&T Swimming Team Set
to Get Off on Right TrackStandings
MEACTeams Overall
1. Hampton
2. S.C. State
3. Bethune-Cookman
4. Morgan State
5. N.C. A&T
6. Norfolk State
7. Delaware State
8. Howard
Saturi
Grambling 24, Bethune-Cookman 23
Hampton 40, #16 Western Illinois 20
Elon 49, Delaware State 13
San Jose State 47, Morgan State 28
S.C. State 55, Savannah State 20
Howard 17, Alcorn State 10
Wake Forest 42, N.C. A&T 3
This Week'
#2 Southern Illinois at Delaware State, 1 p.m
Savannah State at Howard, 1 p.m.
Elon at N.C. A&T, 1:30p.m.
Norfolk State at Bethune-Cookman, 4 p.m.
Hampton vs. Morgan State, 4 p.m.
S.C. State (OPEN)
"Just each year we plan
on building a stronger
foundation," says Hendrix.
"Our focus is to use each'
other's individual strengths
to work for us as a team."
Hendrix compares swim-
past
been so fortunate in the
ment throughout the sea-
son, Hendrix seeks newer
programs that will open
doors for a wider range of
recruiting that has not
Aside from academic
excellence and improve-
much needed conference
expansion is exposure.
Another expectation for
this year's team after the
Howard and Florida A&M
This will be a very com-
petitive season for the
Lady Aggies as they will
face talented and prepared
teams to swim against.
Center on Oct. 8 and
Swim Meet on Oct. 16 at
Tallahassee, Fla., which will
feature MEAC rivals
This year's key swim-
mers are Clinkscales, a
freestyle sprinter, back-
stroke from Lithonia, Ga.
and Mack, a distance
freestyle from Adanta, Ga
Hendrix also mentions
transfer Asha el-Shair a
freestyle, IM from
Douglas, Ga., freshman
ShanelleThomas, a
freestyle sprinter from
Macomb, Mich., and fresh
man Gia Wright, a breast
stroke, IM from Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
The Lady Aggies will
open their season on the
road against Campbell
University on Oct. 1st at
Buies Creek, N.C.
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